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Abstract—As very large scale integration technology scales to
deep submicron, design for interconnections becomes increasingly
challenging. The traditional bus routing follows a sequential bit-
by-bit order, and few works explicitly target interbit regularity
for signal groups via multilayer topology selection. To overcome
these limitations, we present Streak, an efficient framework that
combines topology generation and wire synthesis with a global
view of optimization and constrained metal layer track resource
allocation. In the framework, an identification stage decomposes
binding groups into a set of representative objects; with the
generated backbones, equivalent topologies are accompanied by
the bits in every object; then a formulation guides the routing
considering wire congestion and design regularity. Furthermore,
a bottom-up clustering methodology based on layer prediction
targets to enhance the routability; a post-refinement stage is
developed to match the source-to-sink distance deviation among
bits in one group. Experimental results using industrial bench-
marks demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed technique.

Index Terms—Primal-dual, regularity, routing, signal groups.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

AS VERY large scale integration technology scales
to deep submicron and beyond, design for on-chip

interconnections becomes increasingly challenging. In current
industrial designs, data and control signals loading messages
from various sources can be bound as signal groups, as shown
in Fig. 1. Observe that there are three signal groups marked
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Fig. 1. Example of on-chip signal groups.

with different colors. The signal bits in one group may have
different numbers of pins, resulting in different routing styles.
In this example, one style is signified with a pair of solid
lines and a dashed line in the middle. The solid lines represent
two signal bits on the border, as pointed in Fig. 1, while the
dashed lines represent multiple bits inside. For signal bits with
different pin locations in one group, they have to be routed
in a regular manner. That is to say, common topologies are
preferred to be shared among all the bits for design regu-
larity, which is an extension of classic bus routing [1]–[3].
Meanwhile, with more metal layers integrated, it faces more
challenges to control the routing congestion among multiple
layers. For the performance-critical signal bits, the routability
and wire-length should also be optimized to avoid functional
inaccuracy. Therefore, an advanced synergistic router should
be able to not only control routability and wire-length but also
guide each bit routing intelligently for design regularity.

To realize these requirements, we propose an automatic
topology generation and synthesis engine which is able to
guide the routing of signal groups with a global view. Besides
the improvement of routability and wire-lengths, we should
also pay attention to the specific constraints brought by sig-
nal groups, where the bits in one group are encouraged to be
routed in parallel tracks and share common topologies/layers
for regularity. Meanwhile, instead of a bit-by-bit routing, sig-
nal bits can be clustered based on their possible route styles,
as seen in Fig. 1, where two styles in Group1 are circled to
be treated as an individual object. Then the problem size can
be reduced by condensing several bits into an object, but with
the resulting parallel routes, capacity constraints become more
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stringent. During the whole procedure, all these constraints
should be taken into accounts carefully.

There are a few previous works focusing on bus architec-
ture synthesis for on-chip designs. Some bus-oriented work
incorporates with floorplanning to satisfy the timing con-
straints [4], minimize total bus area [5], or improve dead
space [6]. For timing analysis, an automated bus synthe-
sis framework, FABSYN, incorporates the floorplanning with
wire delay estimation engine to detect the potential viola-
tions [7]. Considering the impact of vias on lithography, a
revisiting methodology is proposed to minimize the routing
vias while controlling the loss of chip area and wire-length [8].
Furthermore, an OPC-friendly bus floorplanning algorithm
allocates the bus positions with the consideration of the impact
of off axis illumination on pitches [9]. Especially, multibend
shapes are considered in [6] for providing more topology can-
didates through simulated annealing. Additionally, an effective
algorithm minimizes the deviation for large-scale buses while
improving the dead spaces and wire-length [10]. And a bus
thermal analyzer models the potential hot spots on chips [11].
There are also some literature about escape routing on printed
circuit board design: such as pin ordering and untangling [12],
layer resource minimization [13], and an automatic planning
flow in [14] including bus decomposition, escape routing, layer
assignment, and global routing. Compared with the previous
work, our synthesis tool provides a more extensive view to
deal with bundled signal groups with more possibilities.

Very few of previous routing work targets at synergistic
topology generation and routing synthesis of signal groups
with multipin connections. For current industrial designs, reg-
ular topologies with parallel routes are highly preferred to
reduce interbit variability spread on silicon. Therefore, an effi-
cient topology generator should be able to facilitate signal
bits directing to different cells with low twisting or dis-
torted connections. Besides, compared to two-pin buses, signal
groups contain the bits with varying numbers of pins accord-
ing to their specified logic connections. This also increases
the problem complexity by providing more routing possi-
bilities and congestion challenges. Additionally, considering
the requirement of source-to-sink distance control, appropri-
ate twisting routes are required to complement the deviation
among multiple bits in groups. Therefore, an intelligent frame-
work is essential to guide the routing with the respect of
regularity and wire-length efficiently.

In this paper, we propose an automatic topology gener-
ator and routing synthesis for on-chip signal groups. Our
contributions are highlighted as follows.

1) An automatic framework directs topology and routing
synthesis of bundled groups with multipin connections.

2) An identification stage partitions signal groups into
a set of objects, where each bit has an equivalent
topology.

3) A mathematical formulation improves routability and
wire-length while handling the topology similarity.

4) A primal-dual flow benefits the runtime while keeping
very comparable quality.

5) A bottom-up clustering strategy integrates with layer
prediction to enhance the routability of signal groups.

6) A refinement stage allows appropriate twisting routes to
reduce the source-to-sink distance deviation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents the overview of our framework and adopted
models. Section III describes our synergistic topology gen-
eration procedure, presents a mathematical formulation to
optimize wire-length and routability while controlling regu-
larity, and a prime-dual flow benefits the runtime. Section IV
provides a post optimization stage to further enhance the sig-
nal routability and match the source-to-sink distances among
different bits. Section V reports the experimental results and
followed by the conclusion in Section VI.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we provide the overview of our proposed
framework, and illustrate the adopted model and methodology,
based on which a problem formulation is given.

A. Streak Flow

To provide an explicit view of Streak framework, the over-
all flow is illustrated in Fig. 2. Initially, the information of
specified track allocation and pin locations from bits bundled
in signal groups is provided. To make it explicit, the definition
of signal groups is defined as follows, and signal groups are
predefined and provided by users.

Definition 1 (Signal Group): The performance-critical bits
whose pins are located in adjacent locations and required to
share common topologies are defined as a signal group.

Considering that the bits in a group may require various
routing types, as shown in Fig. 1, we identify the possible rout-
ing types of each bit based on its pin locations. Those bits are
combined as one routing object and able to obtain equivalent
topologies. Since our framework targets at multilayer structure,
3-D topology candidates are required for the objects on differ-
ent layers. To achieve this, we construct a set of 2-D backbones
for each object and derive equivalent topologies for each bit in
an object. In our flow, a backbone contains a complete rout-
ing solution of all the bits in reference to this backbone. Then
the acquired topology candidates are developed to different
layers for a 2-D solution, all of which are considered as can-
didates for selection. After handling the equivalence of each
object, we further quantify the dissimilarity among objects in
a group through regularity ratio. Based on these operations, a
primal-dual flow solves all the objects efficiently. During the
primal-dual flow, we search for the most appropriate solution
for each signal routing object in a progressive manner. The
details of each step in the flow will be given in Section III.
The following sections describe the routing model adopted
through our framework to handle the topology generation and
route synthesis for synergies.

B. Proposed Signal Model

Similar as global routing, signal route can also be modeled
on a 3-D global grid model. In real industrial designs, 3-D
routing is preferred to avoid the suboptimality of a post layer
assignment step. Similarly, each layer is also divided into a
set of rectangular routing cells in a 2-D manner, i.e., G-Cell,
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Fig. 2. Overall streak flow.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Illustration of signal routing model. (a) Example of 2-D routing and
(b) 3-D routing.

shown as a vertex in Fig. 3(b). Additionally, the edges connect-
ing vertices in 2-D planes are for routing wires, whose capacity
constraints have to be satisfied. This means that the number
of passing bits cannot exceed the maximum capacity for each
edge. Different from traditional routing, signal bits prefer to
be routed in parallel tracks and share common topologies as
much as possible for regularity. For a signal group, several bits
may occupy the same edge simultaneously, which aggravates
the routing congestion. Therefore, edge capacity constraint
becomes more challenging through guiding the overall route
of all signal bits.

Based on the 3-D grid model, efficient routes can be gener-
ated considering the specified requirements of signal groups.
By modeling Group1 from Fig. 1 on a 2-D grid, as shown in
Fig. 3(a), this group is to be divided into two routing styles
based on their pins’ locations as circled. Each style corre-
sponds to an individual object consisting of several bits, and
the topologies of these two objects are encouraged to be shared
as much as possible. Therefore, it turns out that they are routed
in horizontal tracks from the drivers, and their corresponding
3-D solutions are provided in Fig. 3(b), where the horizontal
trunks are assigned on the same metal layer.

C. Proposed Bit Model

As shown in Fig. 1, one signal group contains a speci-
fied number of bits, which may have various numbers of pins
located in different directions. For the bits belonging to one
group, their routes should be coordinated and adhere to some
constraints: topology variance should be well controlled by
matching the connection with the mapped pins located at the
similar direction in the bits; for a pair of mapped pins, their
source-to-sink distances should be within certain bounds to
reduce the deviations. As shown in Fig. 4(a), three bits are
listed with the mapped pins as clustered together, where the

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Illustration of source-to-sink distance for signal bits. (a) Example of
equivalent distance for all bits. (b) Example of interbit distance deviation.

red dashed squares signify the drivers of the bits. Observe
that the distances between the driver and the mapped pin are
the same in spite of existing different pins. Nevertheless, not
all the bits in one group are able to achieve the equal dis-
tance ideally. An example is provided in Fig. 4(b), from which
a much shorter distance exists for one sink in the leftmost
bit compared to the other bits. This will induce the source-
to-sink distance deviation for this pin, and further result in
diverse arrival times for the modules. To avoid the possible
malfunction, it is essential to control the distance deviation in
an acceptable range. Therefore, a threshold is introduced so
that the deviation should be under this constraint.

D. Proposed Similarity Vector Model

Based on the examples in Figs. 3 and 4, it is imperative
to present a model which distinguishes the bits in a bundled
group according to their different pin connections. That is to
say, all the bits in a distinguished object are to acquire equiv-
alent topologies. FLUTE [15] provides an elegant definition
of equivalent topology through vertical sequences, where the
same sequence is guaranteed to produce an equivalent topol-
ogy. By extending this, we develop a similarity vector for
each pin, SV(pm), to capture its relative location in its bit.
Furthermore, SV(pm) is also utilized to find the correspond-
ing pin in another bit from one signal group. Based on the
corresponding pins from other bits, their routes can be coor-
dinated in a synergistic manner through appropriate mapping
and calibration.

Since the corresponding pins of different bits can be located
in various G-Cells, we prefer to use the relative direction rather
than distance to describe each pin’s location. As shown in
Fig. 5(a), the SV for pin pm in its net is decided through
a quadrant-based model, which characterizes the connecting
directions in comparison to pm. It is seen that there are eight
directions in total: each quadrant contributes a direction while
both x- and y-axes contribute two directions. Then a similarity
vector is presented as shown

SV(pm) = {np(+x), np(I), np(+y), . . . , np(IV)} (1)

which records the number of other pins in this bit, i.e., np,
from each direction by a counter-clockwise sequence. For the
example shown in Fig. 5(a), assume that the driver is in the
middle and each “X” represents a sink, then SV of this driver
is {1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1}. Taking the example in Fig. 3(a) as
an instance, there are two routing styles which can be distin-
guished through the vector. For the top style, the SV of the
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driver is {1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, while the sink has the SV as
{0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0}. Thus, in each routing style every pin
has the same SV, and these pins belonging to various bits in
a group can be mapped mutually. Based on the mapped pins,
we are able to provide equivalent topologies for the bits in
an object, while topologies among objects can also be coor-
dinated to reduce the dissimilarities. Therefore, SV plays an
important role in processing topology synergy of the bits in a
group.

E. Problem Formulation

Based on the proposed flow and routing model discussed
in the preceding section, we define the synergistic topology
generation and route synthesis (Streak) problem as follows.

Problem 1 (Streak): Given signal bits in bundled groups
and layer capacity information, Streak determines the rout-
ing topology and layer assignment for each signal bit so that
the routability, wire-length, and topology regularity can be
optimized while the edge capacity constraints are satisfied.

III. ALGORITHMS

In this section, we present the technique details adopted
through Streak flow. A preprocessing stage partitions each
signal group into a set of routing objects; a set of back-
bone structures is constructed and equivalent topologies are
developed; a mathematical formulation selects the appropriate
topology and assigns penalties to control irregular topologies;
and a primal-dual algorithm is presented finally for speed-up.

A. Identification of Signal Isomorphism

Besides covering general bus routing, our framework pro-
vides more feasibilities to handle groups of signal bits, which
can be loaded from data or control information. A prepro-
cessing stage provides a set of bits clustered in different
groups, which can belong to multiple buses and prefer to share
common topologies as much as possible. In comparison to
general bus planning, these binding signal bits possess differ-
ent numbers of pins which lead to a set of adjacent physical
locations. Therefore, with the integration of signal groups, the
algorithmic complexity increases with more possibilities.

To provide regular routes for bundled signals, we prefer to
partition a provided signal group into a set of subgroups, and
deal with each subgroup as an individual routing object. In
each object, every bit is able to acquire an equivalent topology
and all its pins have the same SVs as the pins in other bits. That
is to say, each pin is able to find its corresponding reflection
from any other bit in the same object. After the routing flow,
each bit in an object obtains an equivalent topology while for
different objects in a signal group, they are preferable to share
common topologies as much as possible.

With this objective, the partition strategy is illustrated in
Fig. 5(b). The input is one signal group represented by a white
root node, and the output is a set of routing objects represented
by the gray nodes, containing the bits with the same SVs for
the pins. The right squares provide the pin distributions of one
signal bit belonging to an object. When the pins have the same

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Example of signal identification. (a) Quadrant-based similarity vector.
(b) Hierarchical isomorphic identification.

SVs, their bits are able to reach one topology. The methodol-
ogy is intuitive but naive by calculating the SV for each net
pin, which would result in considerable calculation overhead.
For those bits that are deemed to obtain different topologies
based on their pin locations, we prefer to distinguish them as
soon as possible. Therefore, we adopt a hierarchical strategy
based on the premise that the driver pins of various bits in
one group are mapped mutually. In this way, we calculate the
driver’s SV for each bit at first. Those bits with different val-
ues are separated as the middle blue nodes in Fig. 5(b). For
the signal bits in the top blue node, their drivers have the same
SV as {0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, although they are not able to
obtain one topology. It is easy to see that equivalent topologies
are infeasible for the bits whose drivers have different vectors.
With this stage, the complexity decreases without traversing all
the pins due to the fact that the pins located in each direction
to the driver is quite limited. Then, we only need to evaluate
those pins located in one quadrant, as shown in Fig. 5(b). By
taking the top blue node as an example, we just compare the
SVs of the pins in the first quadrant to the driver. Finally, the
bits with the same SV for all the pins are combined as an
object, and common topologies are encouraged for the objects
in one group. In industrial designs, the signal groups are user-
defined by referencing the specifications from many aspects,
such as signal shielding, cell connection, etc.

B. Topology Generation and Evaluation

Before solving the signal routing problem, an efficient topol-
ogy generation procedure is essential to provide candidate
solutions. In this section, we propose a synergistic topology
generation strategy for multipin connections which require
equivalent topologies in one object and sharing topologies
among objects in one group. It consists of three steps: 1) back-
bone generation for each single object; 2) equivalent routes
generated for the bits based on the backbone; and 3) regularity
evaluation among backbone topologies of various objects.

1) Backbone Structure Construction: After the isomorphic
identification, a set of routing objects can be acquired from
a group, where all the bits can be routed with a topology,
i.e., backbone structure. In essence, it is a topology prototype
of all the bits in this object. The pins of one representative
bit serve as the input information, and the output is a set of
rectilinear connections (RCs) of the pins and bending points
with the same X/Y coordinates. Its formal definition is given
as follows. To select a bit in the object, we choose one bit in
the center region of an object and take its pins as the input.
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Since the identification stage distinguishes the bits sufficiently,
a selected bit can be representative of all the bits in one object.

Definition 2 (Backbone Structure): With a representative
bit’s pin locations, backbone structure is defined as a rout-
ing topology which every bit in the same object is able to
use.

For the topology generation, we extend the batched iter-
ated 1-Steiner (BI1S) algorithm [16] based on an industrial
flow. Since the topologies with many bends are not suitable
for signal groups, the number of bending points is also an
important index besides the wire-length. Considering that a
backbone would affect all the bits in an object, it is essential
to save wire-length while keeping as few bending points as
possible. Therefore, a set of promising bending points should
be selected for BI1S. It is known from Hanan grids that Steiner
points should be located at the crossing points of input/output
pins, which also conforms to bending points in our flow.
Nevertheless, it is trivial to traverse all the internal edges con-
necting the pins and points, which may result in too many
inferior candidates. Thus, we only extract the promising points
and remove those resulting in long wire-lengths or complicated
topologies. Then the selected points are saved into one queue
with the priorities which indicate their potential wire-lengths
and bending costs. To generate a set of topologies, we pick
and insert the points from the queue to construct Steiner trees
with the consideration of both wire-length and bending costs.
Through the combination of pins and inserted points with a
set of RCs, we are able to achieve a rectilinear Steiner tree.
Then we select a noninserted point from the queue with the
highest priority to construct another tree. For each tree, at least
one different bending point is adopted for the topology can-
didate. After visiting all the promising points at least once,
we obtain an appropriate set of backbones on 2-D plane for
post-processing.

Since the objective of this procedure is to provide topology
prototypes for the objects, here we do not consider the required
demands of tracks and capacity constraints. For the demands
through G-Cells, the following equivalent topology genera-
tion phase will collect the topologies of the bits and calculate
the total required tracks. With the exact topology of each bit,
then the calculation will be accurate for reference. Besides,
the possibly occuring conflicts from the objects will be taken
into careful consideration in Section III-C. The reasons are
as follows. First, the routing layer has not been decided in
the current stage, so the conflicts cannot be obtained due to
the various capacities in multilayer structure; second, as our
optimal objective is to coordinate the routes from the objects
while satisfying the capacity constraints, a comprehensive for-
mulation with the global view of all these points is provided
in (3) with more details.

2) Equivalent Topology Generation: Compared with clas-
sic escape routing, signal routing has more stringent con-
straints for the bits in a binding group: topology equivalence
is required for those bits in an object; common topolo-
gies among objects should be shared as much as possible.
Section III-A describes how to partition a signal group into a
set of objects, and a set of backbones is constructed for each
object in Section III-B1. This section focuses on equivalent

Algorithm 1 Equivalent Topology Generation
Require: Initial backbone to;

1: Build LUT with SV(p), p ∈ to;
2: Record bt(to) with its connecting pins;
3: for each bit b ∈ do
4: Map p ∈ b to p ∈ to;
5: while ∃ non-visited bt(to) do
6: Select a non-visited bt(to) ∈ to;
7: Find px(bt, to), py(bt, to);
8: Acquire px(bt, b), py(bt, b) from map;
9: Determine bt(b) based on px(bt, b), py(bt, b);

10: bt(b) connect px(bt, b), bt(b) connect py(bt, b);
11: end while
12: end for

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. Equivalent topology generation example: (a) Pin mapping through
similarity vector. (b) Bending points aligning. (c) Topology generation by
connecting mapping pins and points.

topology generation for an object according to each back-
bone. To achieve this objective, we refer to the similarity
vector presented in Section II-B. Through making sure the
corresponding pin in backbone for each bit, we are able to gen-
erate a topology same as backbone. The equivalent topology
generation details are given in Algorithm 1.

After the identification stage, all the bits in one object have
the same SV for each pin. Thus, it is explicit to find the cor-
responding pin in backbone for each bit, and build a map
to show this relationship. Based on a set of backbones gen-
erated beforehand, each equivalent topology is accompanied
for each bit with the same connection of corresponding pins.
To achieve this objective, we first construct a look-up table
(LUT) which captures the relative location of each pin in the
corresponding bit. Take the example in Fig. 6(a), pin1 in the
backbone will be mapped to the SV as {0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1}.
During LUT construction, all the pins are traversed to record
their SVs for further matching (line 1). Meanwhile, based on
Hanan grids, bending points in the backbone are located with
the same X/Y coordinates as its pins. Hence, each bending
point can be recognized easily through its neighboring con-
nected pins (line 2). For instance, the circled bending point in
Fig. 6(a) can be located by pin1 and the source pin. Then we
traverse each bit for topology generation in reference to each
given backbone.

For each bit, through the LUT, each pin can be mapped
to its reflection in the backbone according to its SV (line 4).
For pin1 of the nonrouted bit in Fig. 6(a), due to the equiv-
alence of its SV to pin1 in the backbone, these two pins are
mapped to each other. In the shown example, each pair of
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mapped pins are identified with the same shape in one color.
After setting this matching relationship of pins, we start to
build the topology by calibrating the bending points in each
signal bit. During each iteration, a nonvisited bending point
is selected arbitrarily from the backbone, which has both hor-
izontal and vertical connections to the pins (line 6). These
connected pins, px(bt, to), py(bt, to), are taken and utilized as
reference to align this bending point bt(to) (line 7). Based
on these pins, we obtain the corresponding matched pins in
this signal bit, px(bt, b), py(bt, b), with the assistance of the
constructed map (line 8). Then, the bending point in the bit
can be located with the same X coordinate as the vertical
pin px(bt, b), and Y coordinate as the horizontal pin py(bt, b)

(line 9). For the circled bending point in Fig. 6(a), the corre-
sponding point will be aligned based on the X coordinate of
the source pin, and Y coordinate of pin1 in Fig. 6(b), and so on
for the other bending points. Through connecting the bending
points with these neighboring pins with the same X/Y coordi-
nates, an equivalent topology is able to be obtained (line 10).
It is seen that with the LUT, the runtime of this algorithm is
within O(|Pb||Nb| log |Pb|), where |Nb| represents the number
of bits in an object, and |Pb| represents the number of pins in
a bit.

An explicit example is illustrated with three phases in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6(a) provides the backbone and the mapped pins through
LUT, while each corresponding pin is identified with the same
shape in one color. With these mapped pins, the internal bend-
ing points are determined and aligned in Fig. 6(b). Finally, an
equivalent topology is given through connecting the pins and
points for the specified bit in Fig. 6(c).

Additionally, considering the existing multilayer struc-
ture for current industrial designs, we develop a series of
topologies with different layers based on each 2-D rout-
ing tree. For regularity, the horizontal and vertical trunks
should be assigned on the same uni-directional layer; in
the meantime, these trunks are preferred to be assigned on
the neighboring layers in order to save the unnecessary via
overheads.

3) Regularity Evaluation: Through the previous stages,
equivalent topologies are guaranteed in each routing object.
Nevertheless, since the signal groups are user-defined with
pin locations in different directions, it is infeasible to enforce
topology equivalence for all the objects in a given group.
Therefore, we prefer to use a novel metric to quantify their
topology differences. Considering that a backbone is able to
represent the key structure for each object, it is explicit to take
backbones into accounts for irregularity evaluation.

As described in Section III-A, for two bits with the same
number of pins, these pins can be mapped reciprocally accord-
ing to their SVs. However, for those with different numbers
of pins, SV is able to target the most probable pin of another
bit. To reach this objective, we adjust SV by incrementing the
weight of driver pin which should be mapped to the drivers of
other bits as expected. The weight is set to a value higher
than the overall number of pins. Through this adjustment,
the relative position of each pin to its driver is emphasized.
Also, we calculate the SV for each bending point so that they
can also be mapped to the pins or bending points of other

topologies. By matching the pins/points with the closest SV
in two topologies, t1 and t2, the regularity rate is computed
as in (2). It is equal to the number of mapped RCs formed
by two mapped pins/points, NMRC, divided by the minimum
number of RCs in t1 and t2. As shown in Fig. 3(a), although
the bottom object has one more bending point than the other,
the topologies of these two objects are still regarded as sim-
ilar topologies since this point can be mapped to the sink of
the other object. Therefore, for this example, the ratio is set
to 100% because both the number of mapped RCs and mini-
mum number of RCs are equal to 1. In our algorithm flow, it
is preferable to keep this ratio as high as possible to eliminate
the dissimilar topologies. Since the denominator is more than
or equal to the numerator in (2), the highest value of the ratio
is 1, which indicates that topologies, t1, t2, share one topology

Ratio(t1, t2) = NMRC(t1, t2)

min{NRC(t1), NRC(t2)} . (2)

C. Mathematical Formulation

The mathematical formulation of Streak is provided in (3).
In the objective function, the first term is to calculate the total
costs of all the objects, where c(i, j) gives the cost of candi-
date xij of object i based on its wire-length and assigned layers.
Since layering is taken into accounts, a post layer assignment
stage can be saved to avoid potential suboptimality. The sec-
ond item is to enforce the routing of objects and M is a large
penalty for those nonrouted objects, whose si will be set to 1.
Here, Sc refers to the set of solution candidates, while So refers
to the set of routing objects. To minimize the topology vari-
ance, we add the third item in (3a). It helps to quantify the
topology irregularity of any two objects in group g, which is
the reciprocal of the regularity ratio. For two topologies with-
out sharing any RCs, a large penalty will be set but which
should be smaller than M to ensure the first priority of routabil-
ity. Meanwhile, for xij and xpq, if the RCs are shared but the
routed layers are not adjacent, a penalty proportional to the
layer difference will also be assigned

min
∑

(i,j)∈Sc

c(i, j) · xij +
∑

i∈So

M · si

+
∑

(i,p)∈g

∑

(i,j)∈Sc

∑

(p,q)∈Sc

c(i, j, p, q) · xij · xpq (3a)

s.t.
∑

(i,j)∈Sc

xij + si = 1, ∀i ∈ So (3b)

∑

(i,j)∈el

uel(i, j) · xij ≤ capel
, ∀e ∈ E,∀l ∈ L (3c)

si ≥ 0, xij is binary, ∀i ∈ So,∀j. (3d)

Meanwhile, constraint (3b) is to ensure that at most one
topology is selected for each routing object; while con-
straint (3c) places the capacity limitation of each edge on
different layers, i.e., capel . Due to the sharing topologies,
we deal with a stringent edge capacity constraint for one
edge can be utilized multiple times by several bits in an
object concurrently, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Thus, we prefer
to add one constant to provide the edge usage by the current
topology, i.e., uel(i, j). Finally, with the constraints of both
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xij and si as binary variables, it is seen that this quadratic
programming problem can be solved through integer linear
programming (ILP).

D. Primal-Dual Algorithm

Although an ILP solver can be utilized to solve (3), in
real design it is not preferable due to its prohibitive runtime
when lots of variables exist. We thus design a primal-dual
algorithm to provide an efficient solution. With the generated
topologies, a fast flow is essential to make a sensible selec-
tion of candidates while satisfying the given requirements. A
primal-dual algorithm is generally utilized for vertex covering
problem, such as layer decomposition work in [17], which can
also be applied in routing flow by incrementing the dual vari-
ables accordingly. This section provides the details to solve
the routing flow through a primal-dual algorithm.

At first, we prefer to linearize the quadratic terms in (3)
for a primal formulation. Some previous works predefine one
of these two variables as a known value through an iteration-
based framework [18], [19], while [20] takes the quadratic
terms through extensive semidefinite programming for more
accuracy. Considering the properties of primal-dual, we search
for the allowable minimum value of each term based on
the states of xij and xpq. Therefore, (4) provides a relatively
accurate approximation

∑

(i,p)∈g

∑

(i,j)∈Sc

∑

(p,q)∈Sc

c(i, j, p, q) · xij · xpq ≈ c′(i, j) · xij (4)

where

c′(i, j) =
{

c(i, j, p, q), ∃xpq = 1
min{c(i, j, p, q)}, ∀xij · xpq 
= 0.

(5)

Since the primal-dual algorithm is a progressive flow
through which xijs increase in a step-by-step manner, for a
determined solution xpq as 1, its combining cost with xij will
be integrated with c(i, j) as an additional cost. Nevertheless, if
no solution has been decided for p, the minimum combining
cost with any feasible xpq will be considered as the cost. Here,
the feasibility refers to whether the combination of xij and xpq

can satisfy the current edge capacities. If not, this combina-
tion will be removed from the solution set. With this linear
approximation, a dual problem (DP) can be acquired as in (6)

DP: max
∑

(i,j)∈Sc

αij +
∑

el∈E,L

capel
· βel (6a)

s.t. αij +
∑

i,j:el∈xij

uel(i, j) · βel ≤ c(i, j)+ c′(i, j),∀i, j (6b)

αij ≤ M, ∀i ∈ So,∀j (6c)

βel ≤ 0, ∀e ∈ E,∀l ∈ L. (6d)

Formula (6) provides the dual form of (3) with the lineariz-
ing item, which incorporates two types of dual variables: αij

for constraint (3b) and βel for constraint (3c). Based on the
strong duality, the optimal solution for (3) can be determined
by satisfying the constraints in (6). Therefore, we prefer to
start with a primal infeasible but dual feasible solution set,
and increment the primal solutions accordingly until a feasible
solution is obtained.

Algorithm 2 Primal-Dual Algorithm
Require: A set of routing objects with its candidate set.

1: Initiate primal solutions xij, si to 0;
2: Initiate dual solutions αij, βel to 0;
3: Calculate c(i, j), c′(i, j) for each xij;
4: while ∃ ∑

xij + si = 0 do
5: Search for a set of infeasible objects i;
6: Select xij with the minimum c′(i, j)+ c(i, j);
7: xij ← 1, si ← 0;
8: Update capel where el ∈ xij;
9: Remove infeasible primal solutions;

10: if no feasible xpq for p then
11: sp ← 1;
12: end if
13: Update c′(p, q) for residual feasible solutions;
14: end while

The outline of primal-dual algorithm is described in
Algorithm 2, where the input is a set of routing objects with
their candidates. The initial primal solutions are set to 0 while
keeping the dual variables also to 0 for their feasibilities
(lines 1 and 2). Then the minimum required cost is calculated
for each candidate to reach the upper bound of constraint (6b)
(line 3). For each iteration, we check whether there still exist
infeasible xijs and si, and the infeasible one with the mini-
mum cost will be selected to increase its primal solution value
(lines 5 and 6). Notably, here xij should be able to satisfy the
current capacity constraints without any violations. Then xij

increases to 1 while si is kept to 0 due to the primal con-
straint. With the update of xij, we recalculate the available
routing tracks of each edge passed by xij (line 8). Meanwhile,
due to the decreasing usable tracks, some xpqs become infeasi-
ble. Thus, they can be removed securely without affecting the
solution quality. For a specified object p, if all its xpqs have
been abandoned, sp can be set to 1 (lines 10–12). Considering
the existence of xij · xpq in (3), c′(p, q) should be updated if it
relates with xij (line 13). Since the physical characteristic of
this quadratic term is the combination of xij and xpq, c′(p, q)

should be recalculated when the combination is not available
due to the reduced capacities. Through the search procedure,
the sum of these dual variables keeps enhancing until an upper
bound is reached by finishing all the solutions. During the
whole process, edge capacity constraints are always held for
infeasible solutions are already bounded beforehand.

IV. POST OPTIMIZATION

Section III provides a complete flow to coordinate topol-
ogy and layering assignment for signal groups appropriately.
Through the proposed similarity vector model in Section II-D,
the bits in a single object can be determined to reach an
equivalent topology. By generating a set of candidates, we
obtain the topology and layer assigning result for each object.
Nevertheless, after the primal-dual flow, some objects may not
be routed due to the high number of bits in an object. That is
to say, even for an object, where its bits can reach one topol-
ogy, we may not be able to provide adequate routing resources
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(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Example of blocked routing instance. (a) Routing of some bits blocked
by obstacles. (b) Multiple topology selection for each cluster.

because of its required high widths. Therefore, it is impera-
tive to provide further division for the nonrouted objects so
that more flexibilities are allowed, and the topology variance
should also be controlled among the bits for regularity.

To make it explicit, a blocked instance is given in Fig. 7(a),
where the dashed circles signify the mapped pins for each
bit. It is seen that all the bits can reach the same topology if
there is no obstacle. To deal with this issue, we allow further
division for those bits so that we acquire more opportunities
to enhance the final routability. Fig. 7(b) provides a possible
solution, where three routing patterns are shown for all the
bits. In this way, the blockage is bypassed without paying a
high penalty of wire-length and topology variance. Generally,
with a slight degradation of regularity, multiple clusters can
benefit the routability of those blocked objects. To ensure the
effectiveness, it is essential to balance the tradeoff between
routability and design regularity.

Fig. 8 lists the outline of our post-optimization, which tar-
gets at improving the routability and refining topologies of
signal groups. Instead of using common rip-up and reroute
technique, during signal routing we prefer to maintain the
current topology and layer assignment result. The reasons are
twofold: First, since one signal group contains the bits with
regular routes and concurrent bending points, this increases
the complexity of splitting those bits simultaneously. It is also
hard to find another feasible routing space for rerouting the
bits based on the limited track resources, and a domino effect
can be caused by ripping up others continuously, resulting in
unexpected distortion. Second, the proposed primal-dual flow
considers the optimization of wire-length and topology regu-
larity concurrently. Based on its closure to a global optimal
result, it is intuitive to provide an incremental approach to take
advantage of the residual resources without causing further
disturbance. Therefore, our post optimization flow is provided
in Fig. 8. For the signal groups to be routed, the preferable
layers are predicted based on the congestion; and a bottom-up
clustering methodology combines the bits while keeping legal-
ity for capacity constraints. This procedure continues until all
these groups have been traversed. After this stage, we check if
there exist source-to-sink distance deviation violations. If so,
we will introduce appropriate twisting detours to refine the
topologies. The details of each step are given in the following
sections.

A. Possible Layer Prediction

Different from traditional layer assignment which behaves
after 2-D routing, we take layering into consideration before

Fig. 8. Post-optimization flow.

exact routing. Based on the limited resources, we can narrow
down the solution space by predicting the layers efficiently.
Due to unidirectional routing, it is required to select two
layers favoring horizontal and vertical directions. Since the
eventual routes have not been decided, a predictive method-
ology is utilized to estimate track usages on each layer.
With this approximation, the appropriate layers are acquired
with the least conflict values regarding the already routed
bits.

To provide an estimation of track utilization, we take all the
available topologies of the bits into accounts. For a 2-D edge
e, its possible usage by a group g is calculated as follows:

u(e, g) =
∑

b∈g

∑

tj∈Sc(b)

1

|Sc(b)| · u
(
e, tj

)
(7)

where Sc(b) denotes the set of solution candidates for bit b,
and u(e, tj) denotes if this edge is used by the jth topology
candidate of bit b. Different from before, here we handle a
nonrouted bit as an individual object. Thus, two bits even in
an object can have different routing styles in order to reach
a higher routability. Since backbone generation provides a
series of topologies for objects, every bit owns the same set of
topologies according to that of backbones, i.e., Sc(b). Assume
that each candidate has an equal probability to be routed for bit
b. We divide the sum of track usages from all the candidates
by the set size. This calculation offers a close approxima-
tion of resource utilization by accumulating the bits in group
g. Through considering all the bits’ candidates, we obtain an
estimated usage map of each concerned 2-D edge. Based on
the map, we calculate the possible routing conflicts for each
layer, as shown

cf (l, g) =
∑

el∈e

max(u(e, g)− capel
, 0) (8)

where el is the corresponding 3-D edge on layer l for 2-D
edge e in (7), capel provides the available tracks for el, and
cf (l, g) is the estimated conflict value of routing g on layer l.
In each routing direction, the layer with the minimum conflict
has the highest probability to assign. As this conflict is based
on an approximated congestion map, a legal solution can still
be achieved even for a positive value. Therefore, an efficient
clustering and routing scheme plays an important role to avoid
the conflicts while keeping regularity.

B. Bottom-Up Clustering and Routing

In order to enhance the routability, it is feasible to allow
different topologies for the bits in one object. In this way,
each bit can be handled as an individual for routing so that
a higher routability can be achieved. Based on the obtained
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layers, we are able to search for the solutions while encour-
aging the routability and topology sharing among all the
bits. Taking the example in Fig. 7(b), there are three rout-
ing styles, instead of one in Section III-A. Here, one style
corresponds to one cluster, where the bits share a com-
mon topology for regularity. To achieve this, we propose
a bottom-up clustering strategy to handle multibit routing
intelligently.

The whole procedure is listed in Algorithm 3, where a set
of nonrouted groups serves as inputs. Initially, we produce the
same set of topologies for the bits based on the backbones
(line 1), and predict the layers with the highest probability
for every group in both horizontal and vertical dimension
(line 2). In each group, we construct a cluster for each bit
so that they can be combined with others later (line 4). As a
bottom-up clustering method, during each iteration, we ensure
if there is a nonvisited pair of clusters (line 5). If so, we
will select a pair with the minimum achievable cost (line 6).
To obtain this cost, we employ a similar way of cost calcu-
lation in Algorithm 2. For two clusters, if neither of them
is routed, all the candidates will be traversed and the feasi-
ble solutions will be recorded with the corresponding cost;
if one of them has been routed successfully, we will only
take the nonrouted cluster into accounts during the calcula-
tion. However, if no legal solution has been found, then a large
penalty value will be counted. By considering all the available
routes in two clusters, we acquire the minimum cost, which
is set to the weighted sum of wire-length and regularity ratio.
For the nonrouted cluster, the candidate route with the best
cost will be adopted (lines 7–9), and this pair of clusters will
be marked as a visited one (line 10). Also, based on the rout-
ing styles, we check the regularity ratio to see if they share
the equivalent topology (line 11). In this case, these two clus-
ters should be combined further and the second one will be
removed (lines 12 and 13). Through traversing and combining
the cluster pairs appropriately, the bottom-up scheme explores
the solution space efficiently with adequate options for the
signal bits.

C. Post-Routing Refinement

The techniques above provide efficient routing control of
signal bits through both top-down and bottom-up method-
ologies. Nevertheless, non-negligible source-to-sink distance
variations result in possible signal malfunction. Different from
classic bus routing, our flow deals with signal groups in which
bits may have a different number of pins in various loca-
tions. Considering that the movement of one pin may disturb
the other pins in a bit, the problem becomes more compli-
cated. Meanwhile, topology regularity should also be taken
into accounts. Therefore, we present the following routing
refinement methodology which shrinks the distance difference
with the consideration of regularity simultaneously.

As stated, it is likely that only partial pins in a bit violate the
source-to-sink distance constraint. Thus, our target is to adjust
the distances of the violating pins while maintaining the other
pins’ connections. An example is illustrated in Fig. 9, where
two bits possess the same number of pins and each pair of

Algorithm 3 Bottom-Up Clustering Algorithm
Require: A set of non-routed signal groups.

1: Topology candidate generation for bits in groups;
2: Possible layer prediction of signal groups;
3: for each group do
4: Build one cluster clus for each bit;
5: while ∃ non-visited pair of clusters do
6: Find a pair (clus1, clus2) with the minimum cost;
7: if clus1, clus2 not routed then
8: Route with the minimum cost route;
9: end if

10: Mark this pair as visited;
11: if Ratio(clus1, clus2) = 1 then � Equation (2)
12: Merge two clusters clus1 & clus2 into clus1;
13: Remove clus2;
14: end if
15: end while
16: end for

(a) (b)

Fig. 9. Example of bit-based source-to-sink distance adjustment. (a) Pin 2
violates the distance constraint. (b) Violation is fixed by introducing detour
for pin 2.

mapped pins is signified with the same shape in one color.
Observe that for these two bits the regularity ratio is equal
to 1. However, in Fig. 9(a), large distance difference exists for
pin2 but pin1 and pin3 share similar values without exceeding
the threshold. To handle this, we split the topology of each
bit into a set of RCs and only consider those connecting to
pin2. This is to say, only the connection from Steiner2 to pin2
should be reconstructed. In this manner, not only does the
problem size reduce, but the topology regularity is also under
control by keeping the major topology. The resulting topology
is shown in Fig. 9(b), where a twisting route is added for pin2
to alleviate the distance violation.

The refinement details are provided in Algorithm 4, where
a set of violating groups is taken as the input. First, we locate
those bits which exceed the distance threshold. As the wire-
length has been considered during primal-dual flow, there is
little space to reduce the maximum distance for its close to
optimality. Thus, we signify the bits whose pins show much
shorter distances compared to the other mapped pins (line 1).
The distances of the pins, i.e., dstpv , are recorded while the
target distances, i.e., dst′pv

, are also calculated (lines 2 and 3).
Since there may be a few violating pins for a multipin bit, we
traverse the original topology and locate the connections to be
adjusted (line 4). Then we come to the details about allowing
appropriate detours.
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Algorithm 4 Post Routing Refinement
Require: Set of violating signal groups gvs;

1: Find violating bits bvs and pins pvs in gvs;
2: Calculate current distance dstpv for pv, pv ∈ bv;
3: Calculate target distance dst′pv

for pv, pv ∈ bv;
4: Acquire connection conn(pv) for pv, pv ∈ bv;
5: for each group gv do
6: for each bit bv do
7: for each pin pv do
8: Get starting point sppv of conn(pv);
9: Get ending point eppv of conn(pv);

10: if conn(pv) is horizontal then
11: VerticalShift(conn(pv), dst′pv

);
12: else if conn(pv) is vertical then
13: HorizontalShift(conn(pv), dst′pv

);
14: else
15: for x← 0 to dst′pv

do
16: y← dst′pv

− x;
17: VerticalShift(conn(pv), x);
18: HorizontalShift(conn(pv), y);
19: if conn(pv) is updated then
20: Break;
21: end if
22: end for
23: end if
24: if conn(pv) is updated then
25: Re-connect sppv and eppv ;
26: end if
27: end for
28: end for
29: end for

During detour production, our flow takes multilayer capacity
constraints into careful consideration to avoid further over-
flows. Thus, the expected twisting route should complement
the distance difference, i.e., dst′(pv) − dst(pv), without any
capacity violations. To exploit the residual available tracks,
we allow the twisting route in four directions, i.e., left, right,
lower, and upper directions. As shown in Fig. 10, three possi-
ble types of horizontal shifting (left and right) can make up for
the distance deviation, where the red (blue) points refer to the
starting (ending) points of this connection. Each type has an
equal probability to be adopted as long as capacity constraints
can be satisfied. Similarly, vertical (lower and upper) shifting
is performed when the starting and ending points have the
same Y co-ordinate. In the shifting methodology, as we focus
on modifying the connections to the violating pins, topology
regularity can still be maintained as much as possible.

Taking advantage of this shifting method, we traverse every
violating pin pv in the bit. Based on the acquired connec-
tion, we ensure its starting point, sppv , and ending point, eppv

(lines 8 and 9). Then we investigate whether this connection is
an L-shape or a straight horizontal/vertical connection. For the
horizontal connection, we perform vertical shifting in either
upper or lower direction (lines 10 and 11). Similarly, horizon-
tal shifting adjusts the vertical connection (lines 12 and 13).

(a) (b)

Fig. 10. Example of horizontal shifting for source-to-sink distance matching.
(a) Left shifting. (b) Right shifting.

Nevertheless, for an L-shape connection, we search for twist-
ing routes in both two directions and obtain more choices
for tuning (lines 17 and 18). Due to the stringent capacity
constraint, we traverse all the possible candidates for a legal
solution. If it is found in both directions, then this search-
ing procedure can be terminated to save the runtime overhead
(lines 19–21). Based on the updated connection, the previous
one is reconnected to form a new topology (lines 24–26). Since
we build the new tree by traversing each violating pin, the
final topology should be a connected tree structure without
any loops. After visiting the violating pins in the certain bits
and groups, the refinement stage returns the improved routes.
With the slight degradation of wire-lengths, the source-to-sink
distance deviation can be controlled efficiently.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implemented the proposed Streak framework in C++,
and tested it on a Linux machine with eight 3.3 GHz
CPUs. Meanwhile, we selected GUROBI [21] as our ILP
solver. To evaluate its performance, we adopt seven industrial
benchmarks with 10 nm technology node: Industry1–
Industry7. Each benchmark provides a set of signal groups
which require further identification and synergistic operations
as individual objects. The details of each benchmark suite are
listed in the left part of Table I. Here, column “#SG” provides
the number of signal groups, and column “#Net” corresponds
to the total number of nets. With the existing multipin bench-
marks, the maximum pin number of all the nets is listed
in column “Npmax,” and the maximum bit number in each
benchmark is also listed in column “Wmax.”

A. ILP + Primal-Dual Performance Comparison

Considering that few works handle signal routing of bun-
dled bits with a varying number of pins in different directions,
we obtain the manual designs by experienced designers from
industry as shown in Table I. Column “Route” provides the
routability of all the groups, and column “WL” provides the
wire-length measured manually. Since Streak also targets at
synergistic routing for bits bundled in groups, an evaluation
metric, “Avg(Reg),” is listed to show the average routing regu-
larity for all the routed groups so that the routing synergy can
be reflected without relying on the routability. Equation (9)
explains how to calculate Reg for each group

Reg =
2 ·∑ti,tp∈g Ratio(ti, tp)

No · (No − 1)
(9)
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS ON 10 nm INDUSTRIAL BENCHMARKS

where ti, tp represent the solutions from any two objects i, p
in group g, and No is the number of objects in this group
which should be larger than 1. Explicitly, for two topolo-
gies with more mapped RCs, the ratio will be higher but
still smaller than 100%. In real design, the majority of signal
groups are routed for regularity and wire-length improvement.
In this manner, the signal bits in one group are encouraged to
share the parallel routes, as the example shown in Fig. 1, and
the parallel connections are assigned on the same layer. For
the residual signal groups with complicated routing styles, the
commercial tool, ICC [22], is called to accomplish the whole
design, so the regularity ratio may not be guaranteed with the
integration of this commercial tool. Finally, column “CPU”
provides the runtime in seconds.

From the experimental results, it is shown that compared
to manual design, around 4% wire-length overheads exist in
average for seven benchmarks from ILP, where primal-dual
provides a slightly higher value. To make a fair comparison,
we calculate the total wire-length including both the routed
and nonrouted signal groups. For the nonrouted groups, we
estimate the wire-length based on rectilinear Steiner mini-
mum tree algorithm. Thus, the reported wire-length represents
the routing condition of a whole design. And both the
average routability for ILP and primal-dual are more than
99%. Meanwhile, for the regularity rate, ILP and primal-
dual can reach over 95% for two-pin signal groups, and
keep more than 88% for test cases with multipin signal
bits. Considering that a bit may have sinks in different
directions to the driver, the regularity rate has already been
constrained and this value is reasonable. Due to the capacity
constraint in our flow, there is no capacity violation for all the
benchmarks.

Additionally, the problem becomes complicated with both
congestions and multipin connections. For a multipin design
with low congestion, e.g., Industry7, ILP provides a
good performance in short runtime. Nevertheless, for those
with serious congestions, the ILP runtime is prohibitively
long, so we terminate the flow by setting a timing limit
to 3600 s. Comparatively, primal-dual is able to achieve
comparable wire-length, routability, and regularity rate much
faster.

To provide a detailed comparison, we show the congestion
densities for Industry7 in Fig. 11 and Industry6 in
Fig. 12. Fig. 11(a) gives the congestion map from manual

(a) (b)

Fig. 11. Routing congestion map for Industry7. (a) Manual design result.
(b) Streak result.

(a) (b)

Fig. 12. Routing congestion map for Industry6. (a) Manual design result.
(b) Streak result.

design, where the red regions indicate hotspots with over-
flows and lighter regions indicate more congested routing
conditions. Both with 100% as the routability, Streak in
Fig. 11(b) allocates the routes in a balanced manner with-
out any overflows. Meanwhile, regular routes can be observed
with concurrent bending points. For a congested benchmark
Industry6 in Fig. 12, it is seen that the routes become
complex for both manual and Streak result. Still, scattered
overflow hotspots can be avoided by Streak efficiently. It is
seen that with the slight sacrifice of routability, no overflow
exhibits in Streak. Therefore, this comparison with manual
designs proves the effectiveness of our tool to handle signal
groups with synergistic routing styles.

To evaluate the algorithm scalability, we generate another
large multipin benchmark based on Industry2, which offers
the largest size among all two-pin testcases. During the gen-
eration, besides the existing two-pin connections, we insert
some pseudo pins for the randomly selected groups so that the
complicated routing styles can be obtained. Furthermore, the
pseudo bits bundled in groups are also introduced to increase
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF POST OPTIMIZATION ON 10 nm INDUSTRIAL BENCHMARKS

(a) (b)

Fig. 13. Performance comparison on algorithm scalability. (a) Two-pin
benchmarks. (b) Multipin benchmarks.

the potential conflicts. By conforming to the nature of sig-
nal routing, the pins of those generated bits are located in
proximity. Then the scalability comparison in terms of total
pins is provided in Fig. 13, where Fig. 13(a) shows the results
of two-pin benchmarks, i.e., Industry1–Industry4, and
Fig. 13(b) shows the results of multipin benchmarks. The
number of pins in the largest benchmark is given as the
rightmost point in Fig. 13(b). For two-pin benchmarks, we
observe that primal-dual provides a better scalability in com-
parison to ILP, especially with a larger scale. Meanwhile,
the runtime of primal-dual increases in a small amplitude.
Comparatively, a worse scalability is seen for both ILP and
primal-dual in Fig. 13(b). It is understandable because mul-
tipin connections lead to more complicated routing styles
compared to two-pin connections, and the conflicts from
various signal groups are also aggravated. Still, primal-dual
exhibits a better scalability than ILP, as expected, which ver-
ifies the effectiveness of primal-dual for both two-pin and
multipin benchmarks. To improve the scalability of ILP, we
may adopt varying sizes of G-Cells iteratively to solve the
problem in a divide-and-conquer manner, as discussed in
Section VI.

B. Effectiveness of Post Optimization

To prove the effectiveness of the post optimization, the
results with and without this integration are listed in Table II.
Besides the columns illustrated above, we compare another
metric, i.e., “Vio(dst),” to evaluate the number of signal groups
with the source-to-sink distance violation. To find an appro-
priate threshold value for each benchmark, here we set it
to 50% of the maximum initial source-to-sink distance. The
source-to-sink distance is the path length from the driver to the

(a) (b)

Fig. 14. Performance comparison of bottom-up clustering. (a) Impact on
routability. (b) Impact on average regularity.

corresponding sink. In this setting, a few groups are marked as
violated ones which exceed this given threshold and required
to be adjusted through the refinement.

To demonstrate the effectiveness explicitly, we apply this
post optimization to the solutions obtained from ILP and
primal-dual, respectively. The number of violations before
the post-optimization are listed in column 2 for ILP and
column 8 for primal-dual. Both methods are with the same
violation number, which indicates that primal-dual is able
to achieve the similar results as ILP. Meanwhile, the other
columns provide the results of violations, routability, wire-
length, average regularity, and runtime for both methods after
the post optimization. As shown in Table II, around 67%
of violating groups can be fixed by introducing the extra
detours, which verifies that the refinement stage has an effi-
cient control of matching source-to-sink distances. Meanwhile,
we observe that the routability values increase for both ILP
and primal-dual, because the combination of layer prediction
and clustering promotes more opportunities for signal bits to
accomplish their routing. And the previous gap between ILP
and primal-dual is also shrunk, which further validates its effi-
ciency. Additionally, this post stage contributes to a slight
degradation of wire-lengths compared with the initial results.
Since the detours are induced to alleviate the violations dur-
ing the post refinement phase, this increase of wire-length
is expected and acceptable. Besides, the very similar wire-
lengths are seen from ILP and primal-dual, and the regularity
ratio becomes slightly lower for both methods. In essence,
handling every bit as an object will lead to a worse regular-
ity ratio; however, the bottom-up clustering methodology still
takes topology variance into careful consideration and our post
optimization targets at complementary routing for the residual
groups without distorting the global planning, so the regu-
larity ratio is in well control. Therefore, according to the
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(a) (b)

Fig. 15. Performance comparison of post refinement. (a) Impact on violations.
(b) Impact on wire-length.

results, a higher routability and a slightly lower regularity ratio
can be achieved due to the combination of layer prediction
and bottom-up clustering, and the distance violations can be
reduced greatly through the post refinement. After the post
optimization, we still reach the similar performance of ILP
and primal-dual, which implies the routing consequence from
the global view is respected sufficiently.

Besides, we perform two experiments by excluding the
bottom-up clustering and the refinement stage to prove the
validity in Figs. 14 and 15. Fig. 14(a) shows that the routabil-
ity can be improved by around 0.3%, consistent with the
objective of the clustering strategy. Meanwhile, although we
search for the solution with the consideration of regularity in
Algorithm 3, it still pays a slight penalty of regularity ratio, as
shown in Fig. 14(b). Considering that more routing styles are
enabled to enhance the routability, as illustrated in Fig. 7, a
relatively lower regularity ratio is accepted. In addition, since
the refinement stage targets to reduce the wire-length devia-
tion, we list the number of existing violations and wire-length
in Fig. 15. From Fig. 15(a), the number of violations can
be controlled efficiently through the proposed refinement, but
it suffers from the wire-length penalty in Fig. 15(b), caused
by the twisting overheads for distance matching. Because
we only allow the necessary detours, the total overhead is
negligible.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a set of algorithms to gen-
erate synergistic topologies for on-chip signal groups. At first
signal bits with distinctive connections are identified and then
combined as routing objects with equivalent topologies. A
mathematical formulation targets at wire-length and routability
optimization while controlling the topology differences, fol-
lowed by a fast flow to match a close quality with manual
design and ILP results. To improve the routability of signal
groups, a post-optimization stage allocates appropriate routes
for each bit with the control of regularity. A post-routing
refinement strategy then decreases the source-to-sink distance
deviation of signal bits. The results show that our synthesis
tool is able to provide efficient routing solutions with full
legality and reasonable congestion map. In our future work,
we plan to improve the potential scalability for large bench-
marks, through a hierarchical and iterative method to divide
the routing problem and solve them separately as subproblems.
Meanwhile, we plan to take pin accessibility into consideration
for more detailed exploration on signal routing.
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